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N E W  C E N T E R

S O L U T I O N S

THE NEW CENTER

Address the disconnect between

preschool and K-12

Forget universal pre-K and

embrace a means-tested, hybrid

model of pre-K funding



I N T R O D U C T I O N

In 2020, the debt to GDP ratio in the United States hit its highest point since World War II. Since the onset of the

COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020, Washington has spent over $6 trillion on various forms of relief. As we slowly

emerge from the pandemic, Washington will inevitably have to start making more judicious choices about where

best to allocate taxpayer dollars. But what’s the right choice to give American kids the best shot to become the

best they can be?

President Biden says his Build Back Better Plan has an answer to this question: A voluntary universal pre-K

program for 3- and 4-year olds that would cost Washington over $200 billion over the next ten years. 

Even as the president’s other priorities have been cut from the reconciliation program moving through Congress,

the universal pre-K provision remains. 

In several polls, the public seems to support the idea of universal pre-K. And there is little doubt that some of the

highest returns on investment a country can make involve ensuring its children are well-fed, well-educated, and

safe from an early age.

A deep dive into the research on early childhood education reveals that pre-K does have a positive effect on

children. Further, several studies suggest that it may boost workforce participation 

among women (although it is important to note that these studies were 

conducted prior to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic and our 

current unprecedented labor shortage, and it isn’t yet clear if 

these studies’ findings would still apply). But the national, 

universal pre-K program proposed in the reconciliation bill 

may not be the best way to help our kids. It may deliver 

benefits to families that don’t really need it, may favor 

certain kinds of families over others, and may, 

according to at least one Nobel Prize-winning 

economist, be a “waste of funds.” 

In this paper, The New Center examines the pre-K 

literature to determine how the U.S. might promote the 

long-term learning and development of our youngest 

citizens.
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https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/GFDEGDQ188S
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/GFDEGDQ188S
https://www.covidmoneytracker.org/
https://www.businessinsider.com/democrats-plan-free-school-meals-universal-pre-k-cheaper-school-2021-9
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/soej.12459
https://www.americanprogress.org/article/effects-universal-preschool-washington-d-c/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/16/us/politics/free-pre-k-community-college.html


HOW EFFECTIVE IS IT? 

THREE MAJOR TAKEAWAYS:

According to Bruce Fuller, a professor of education and public policy at the University of California, Berkeley,

“We know, after a half-century of empirical research, that pre-K buoys the cognitive and social skills of children

from poor families. Yet sustained gains for upper-middle-class children, most of whom are raised in safe,

stimulating households, range from tepid to null.” While high-income children have access to many of these

benefits at home, pre-K can provide low-income children with better nutrition and allow them to develop stronger

language skills than they otherwise would. 

A 2017 study found that high-income children hear about four million more words than their low-income

counterparts by age four. Low-income children are significantly less likely than their high-income peers to eat

breakfast, and 27 percentage points less likely to be ready for school by age five (based on measures of early

academic skills, behaviors, and physical health). 61% of low-income families do not have any childrens’ books in

their homes.

According to a study of the Perry Preschool Project (PPP), an early childhood education program for

disadvantaged African-American children, by Nobel Prize-winning economist James Heckman, the program can

pave the way to the middle class by “increas[ing] the education and earnings of participants, reduc[ing]

participation in crime, and improv[ing] health and healthy behaviors.” The study found 

that PPP “generates nine dollars of benefits per dollar invested in it.” However, Heckman told The New York

Times, free pre-K for all would be a “waste of funds” if extended to high-income families. According to Penn State

researchers, high-quality pre-K programs can cost between $16,000-$40,000 per child to implement.

Two researchers at Dartmouth and Northwestern studied the impact of several statewide pre-K programs. They

write, “[a]mong lower-income families, our findings suggest that the programs have increased the amount of time

mothers and children spend together on activities such as reading, the likelihood that mothers work, and

children’s test performance as late as eighth grade. Among higher-income families, however, we find that the

programs have shifted children from private to public preschools, resulting in less of an impact on overall

enrollment but a reduction in childcare expenses, and that they have had no positive effect on children’s later test

scores.”

1. Early childhood education seems to be especially beneficial for low-income and
otherwise vulnerable children, but less so for middle-income, high-income, and less
vulnerable children.
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021/07/22/bidens-free-pre-k-plan-alone-wont-achieve-lasting-gains-poor-children/
http://artscimedia.case.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/35/2014/02/14194019/Heckman-article-2010-child-development-strategies.pdf
https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2014/11/the-case-against-universal-preschool/382853/
https://pubs.asha.org/doi/10.1044/2016_AJSLP-15-0169
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/databriefs/db386.htm
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/0319_school_disadvantage_isaacs.pdf
https://nces.ed.gov/pubsearch/pubsinfo.asp?pubid=96258
https://bfi.uchicago.edu/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/BFI_WP_2021-77.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/16/us/politics/free-pre-k-community-college.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/16/us/politics/free-pre-k-community-college.html
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.729.1288&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/2013b_cascio_preschool_education.pdf


Quality early childhood programs also appear to be of special value to children living in foster care as well as

those at risk of experiencing an out-of-home placement. Casey Family Programs concludes that, “[f]or children

involved in the child welfare system, high-quality ECE programs have been found to improve language

development, school readiness, and social skills. They also have been shown to result in reduced subsequent

reports of child maltreatment, and a lower likelihood of removal from the home and placement in out-of-home

care.” 

2. The benefits of pre-K show up more in longer-term measured outcomes (behavioral
outcomes, college attendance, employment outcomes, etc.) than in short-term
measures (grades, test scores), perhaps because K-12 and other standardized test
scores are not yet able to capture key aspects of short-term child progress in ways
that accurately predict or correlate to long-term success.

A 2021 study conducted by researchers at MIT measured long-term outcomes for students who had been

randomly selected in a lottery to attend public preschool in Boston. The pre-K students were nine percentage

points more likely to take the SAT, six percentage points more likely to graduate high school, and eight

percentage points more likely to attend college than their peers who were not selected. They were also less likely

to get suspended, skip class, or be placed in a juvenile detention facility. However, there was no significant

difference in standardized test scores between the two groups.

A longitudinal study conducted in 2021 found that children who participated 

in Head Start between 1965-1980 (more recent Head Start data would 

not allow for such a long-term study) were 2.7% more likely to 

finish high school, 8.5% more likely to enroll in college, and 

39% more likely to finish college. Head Start decreased the 

likelihood of adult poverty by 23% and dependence on 

public assistance by 27%.

According to a Brookings Hamilton Project study, 

children who participated in Head Start between 

1974-1994 were about six percentage points more likely

than their peers to graduate high school. The effects were

even larger for Hispanic students and students whose 

mothers did not complete high school. Head Start 

participants were up to 12 percentage points more likely 

to pursue some form of higher education and saw higher 

measures of self-control and self-esteem than those who did 

not participate in pre-K (but not quite as high as students who

participated in non-Head Start pre-K programs).
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https://www.casey.org/early-childhood-education-research/
https://www.nber.org/papers/w28756
https://www.nber.org/papers/w28268
https://www.hamiltonproject.org/papers/the_long_term_impacts_of_head_start?_ga=2.62095659.688348913.1632755966-356802341.1630337158


Researchers at Notre Dame and Texas A&M

University concluded that Head Start also helps to

break the intergenerational poverty cycle, finding

higher educational attainment, lower teen

pregnancy, and reduced engagement with the

criminal justice system among children of Head Start

graduates compared to similar parents who had not

enrolled in Head Start.

Similar patterns were found in studies of the Head

Start program as these graphics capturing Upjohn

economist Tim Bartik’s 2014 summary of the

research shows. In his summary, Bartik concludes,

“The empirical evidence is that high-quality early

childhood education has large effects on a child’s

future adult earnings. Early childhood education can

increase a child’s future adult earnings by over 25

percent, and many programs have average future

earnings effects of 3 percent or much greater. Over a

career, even a 3 percent earnings boost amounts to

many thousands of dollars.” 

Quality pre-K also appears beneficial to children

with disabilities in the short term. Notably, the Head

Start program requires ten percent of children

served by Head Start programs to be disabled.

According to the Economic Policy Institute,

“noncognitive skills matter for their own sake, and

they matter indirectly (i.e., they correlate with other

individual and societal outcomes, such as academic

performance, labor productivity, and earnings).”

Similarly, Boston College professor Peter Gray

believes certain pre-K programs can fail because

they focus “too much on academic training and not

enough on the real needs of little children.”
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https://edworkingpapers.com/sites/default/files/ai19-141.pdf
https://www.sciotoanalysis.com/news/2020/1/14/does-fade-out-fade-out
https://research.upjohn.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1246&context=up_press
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1044389420926131?journalCode=fisa#:~:text=The%20current%20study%20found%20that,not%20enroll%20in%20Head%20Start
https://www.epi.org/publication/the-need-to-address-noncognitive-skills-in-the-education-policy-agenda/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/freedom-learn/202002/head-start-s-value-lies-in-care-not-academic-training
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3. There is some evidence that the benefits of early childhood education can fade in
the short term for some students not attending high-quality elementary schools with
effective teachers, but there is also evidence suggesting that high-quality K-12
outcomes are strengthened by high-quality pre-K programs.

While most research illustrates the benefits of early childhood education in one form or another, one prominent

series of studies suggests that universal pre-K might have a negative impact for some children in the medium

term.

Researchers at Vanderbilt studied the effects of Tennessee’s Voluntary Pre-K program (VPK) and found that

children randomly selected to participate in the program via lottery saw significantly higher achievement scores

by the end of the pre-K year than their peers who were not selected. But by the end of kindergarten, gains had

faded out—there was no significant difference in achievement between the two groups for most students. And by

the end of second grade, the pre-K students ranked even lower in achievement and behavioral outcomes than

their peers. 

The researchers write, “One possible explanation for why the gains children made in VPK did not continue to

advantage them afterwards is failure of kindergarten and later teachers to build on the skills those children bring

from their pre-K experience. For instance, teachers may teach to the children who need it the most while learning

for more advanced children languishes.” The study further suggests another possible reason for the differential

might be more children in the pre-K program routed into special education classes. 

In a follow-up study, the researchers found that pre-K students maintained their advantage in math and reading

through at least third grade if exposed to effective teachers at high-quality elementary schools. Just one or the

other was insufficient to prevent fadeout—pre-K students who had ineffective teachers or attended low-quality

elementary schools (or both) eventually fared worse than the control group. And the overall decline through third

grade observed in the initial study can be explained by the fact that the VPK students were less likely to attend

high-quality schools with highly effective teachers than their peers who either did not attend pre-K or attended

separate programs.

Most U.S. schools are effectively preparing students for the future, but a minority of 

schools—typically in low-income communities—are not. In 2015, the education 

nonprofit Turnaround for Children found that if the PISA exam, an international 

assessment of high school students’ achievement, were only administered in 

U.S. schools from communities with low levels of poverty, the U.S. would 

rank first in reading and science and third in math among the 35 OECD 

countries where it was administered that year. If it were only administered 

in high-poverty U.S. schools, the U.S. would rank near the bottom—33rd in 

math and reading and 34th in science.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0885200618300279
https://my.vanderbilt.edu/tnprekevaluation/files/2020/05/Pearman-2020-Teachers-Schools-and-Pre-K-Effect-Persistence-An-Examination-of-the-Sustaining-Environment-Hypothesis.pdf
https://turnaroundusa.org/2015-pisa-analysis/
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Researchers Johnson and Jackson find that what they refer to as dynamic complementarity is important. “The fact

that the long-run benefits of Head Start spending depend on the subsequent level of K–12 spending may help

explain why some studies find positive effects of Head Start and others do not. Looking at the marginal effects of

K–12 spending, for low-income children, increasing public K–12 spending by 10 percent has small effects on

educational attainment, adult wages, and incarceration when not preceded by Head Start. However, among low-

income children exposed to Head Start, that same 10 percent increase in K–12 per pupil spending increases

educational attainment by 0.4 years, increases earnings by 20.6 percent, and reduces the likelihood of

incarceration by 8 percentage points.”

What these studies make clear is that more knowledge is needed about what constitutes good pre-K as well as

good K-12 education, as well as how to increase adoption of pre-K and K-12 practices known to have positive long-

term effects. More research is also needed to understand the costs of these practices and how to make them both

more affordable and more frequently adopted, as well as to explain the third-grade fade and determine whether it

is a real problem for children or a measurement challenge. 

Even though a low-quality K-12 education can negate many of the educational benefits of quality pre-K, many do

endure throughout a child’s life, especially for lower-income children. While some former pre-K students may

experience fadeout in terms of academic achievement and behavioral outcomes while in elementary school, these

children will still, on average, see better outcomes later in life with respect to college attendance, career earnings,

and a decreased likelihood of entering the criminal justice system.

https://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1257/pol.20180510
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The most recent version of the Build Back Better Act details how the White House intends to enact universal

preschool. Notably, “eligible providers” include not just local education agencies and Head Start agencies. An

eligible provider can also be a “licensed center-based child care provider, licensed family child care provider, or

community-or neighborhood-based network of licensed family child care providers.” Under the plan, each state

would formulate its own proposal to meet basic criteria for federal funding.

These plans would need to include the state’s preschool expectations and goals, which must be aligned with early

development expectations and pedagogy outlined in the Head Start Act. These include “performance standards

with respect to services required to be provided, including health, parental involvement, nutritional, and social

services” as well as “scientifically based and developmentally appropriate education performance standards

related to school readiness” to ensure that participating children demonstrate skills in the areas of language,

literacy, math, science, social and emotional development, creative arts, physical development, and English

proficiency for non-English proficient children. The Head Start Act also requires schools to set financial

management and administrative standards and ensure that school facilities are in good condition. The Build Back

Better Act also requires states to set standards for class size and teacher to student ratios. Within one year of

receiving the funding, schools must demonstrate that they have met the standards outlined in the state plan.

States would be in charge of distributing funds to schools, and they would also be required to prioritize and

allocate additional federal funding for high-need communities that are identified by poverty rates and a current

lack of access to quality preschool programs. They must ensure that pre-K teachers are qualified with college

credentials within six years of receiving funding (teachers who have been employed for at least three of the

previous five years would be exempt). In an effort to attract talent, teachers would be compensated at the same

level as their elementary school counterparts.

The U.S. is already facing a shortage of qualified pre-K teachers due in part to the fact that they are some of the

lowest-paid professionals nationwide, and expanding free pre-K to all families would certainly add to the strain.

Further, the Biden plan’s teacher credentialing requirements would likely deter plenty more qualified individuals

from pursuing pre-K teaching careers (and, according to recent research, these requirements might not even

make a difference in terms of instructional quality). The high costs of a college education should not limit access

to pre-K teaching jobs. Good credentialing should instead focus on equipping early childhood educators with the

most relevant and applicable job skills. This is why Pennsylvania, in addition to seven other states, offers robust

apprenticeship programs that prepare aspiring early childhood educators to enter the workforce through real

teaching experience, supplemented by requisite classes, coursework, and quantitative and literacy standards.

Under the Biden proposal, the Department of Education would be responsible for monitoring these state plans.

Application is voluntary, and the bill also provides grants to localities in states that have not applied or were not

approved. 

WHAT'S IN THE RECONCILIATION BILL?

https://rules.house.gov/sites/democrats.rules.house.gov/files/BILLS-117HR5376RH-RCP117-17.pdf
https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/policy/head-start-act/sec-641a-standards-monitoring-head-start-agencies-programs
https://cscce.berkeley.edu/hole-in-the-bucket/
https://bellwethereducation.org/publication/let-research-show-developing-research-improve-early-childhood-teacher-preparation-0
https://www.newamerica.org/education-policy/reports/earning-while-learning-with-early-educator-apprenticeship-programs/
https://1199ctraining.org/docs/AllisonLutton_ApprenticeshipWhitePaper_formatted090418.pdf
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Washington would of course be providing funding but there is also concern the federal government would be

starting an unfunded mandate.

For the first three years (2022, 2023, 2024), the federal government will foot 100% of states’ preschool budgets

before decrementing by 10% for each subsequent fiscal year until 2028. States that already have public preschool

programs (44 states fund pre-K to some extent) will receive this same funding schedule for their expenditures, so

long as their programs are updated to meet federal criteria. The funding schedule expires at the end of fiscal year

2028, after which Congress may choose whether or not to renew the federal funding for universal pre-K.

REPUBLICAN OBJECTIONS TO 

UNIVERSAL PRE-K

Several Republican-led states—West Virginia, Georgia, Oklahoma, Mississippi, Florida, and Texas—either

currently offer universal or targeted pre-K or will begin programs in the next three years. But Republicans

generally oppose Biden’s universal pre-K plan, and their criticisms fall into a few different categories.

For one, some conservative commentators—as well as Senators Mitt Romney, Marco Rubio, and Mike Lee—have

argued that the president’s universal pre-K plan would disadvantage parents who choose to watch their kids at

home. As an alternative, they have suggested cash subsidies for parents with children, which they could use for

any form of preschool or childcare they’d like or top up their income. This Republican proposition takes root in

the school choice movement, which was supported ardently by former President Trump and his Education

Secretary Betsy DeVos. In the Minnesota state house, Republicans fought a universal preschool plan by advocating

that money would be better spent on increasing scholarships and subsidies so parents can choose among “a

school-based program, or the preschool at their church or at the daycare down the street.” 

While providing more cash to parents may have merit on its own, it doesn’t necessarily solve the biggest problem

facing children in many low-income families. For these children, the home environment does not provide the

intellectual and behavioral development opportunities that they would otherwise receive in a preschool

classroom. Given this, flexible cash subsidies would not necessarily solve this problem unless families used them

for pre-K. And, conversely, children from high-income families do tend to get these intellectual and behavioral

benefits at home, which supports the notion that a federal pre-K program should be means-tested.

Another criticism is more political or philosophical depending on your point of view. Some Republicans chafe at

the idea that Washington should have any role to play in pre-K delivery. For example, Senator John Cornyn told

The Wall Street Journal, “It sounds to me like they want to hijack the state and local governments entirely and

operate everything out of Washington, D.C. I would be very skeptical of that.” 

https://missouriindependent.com/2021/10/04/congress-has-a-plan-for-universal-pre-k-would-states-opt-in/
https://chicago.suntimes.com/columnists/2021/5/5/22421575/universal-pre-k-childhood-education-mona-charen
https://www.romney.senate.gov/romney-offers-path-provide-greater-financial-security-american-families
https://www.rubio.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/2021/8/rubio-lee-push-pro-work-child-tax-credit-amendment
https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2020/02/05/state-union-trump-makes-clear-his-aversion-public-schools/
https://www.mprnews.org/story/2015/04/14/republican-preschool-scholarships
https://www.wsj.com/articles/bidens-pre-k-proposal-faces-questions-over-federal-role-11625572800
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Finally, some Republicans are in support of subsidized pre-K, but believe that their states can provide high-

quality pre-K without federal involvement. For example, Alabama Republican Governor Kay Ivey has been a

longtime proponent of pre-K. For the 15th straight year, Alabama’s program was ranked first in quality among all

states by the National Institute for Early Education Research (NIEER). “Ensuring our youngest learners have a

strong start to their educational journeys is important now, more than ever. Alabama continues to set the

nationwide bar for our success with the Alabama First Class Pre-K program,” Ivey said. Alabama’s pre-K program

“funds full-day preschool education for all 4-year-old children in every county in a variety of settings including

public schools, private centers, Head Start programs, community organizations, faith-based centers, colleges and

universities, and military agencies.” But a spokesperson told The Wall Street Journal that Governor Ivey opposes

Biden’s plan, saying, “a top-down approach would simply not be beneficial to us.”

Conservative religious groups have also voiced criticism of President Biden’s universal pre-K plan, specifically

with respect to the nondiscrimination provision it includes. This provision would mandate providers to comply

with federal nondiscrimination statutes, a requirement from which religious preschools and child care centers

have traditionally been exempt. These groups have argued that, despite the bill’s explicit inclusion of religious

programs as eligible providers, the nondiscrimination provision would effectively bar these organizations from

funding eligibility unless they made significant changes to the way they operate. 

Religious groups have argued that the provision would bar religious schools from funding eligibility if, for

example, they refused to hire someone who did not practice their religion, refused to hire an LGBTQ employee, or

failed to make costly renovations to their facilities to accommodate disabled students. But a group of House

Democrats argued in a recent letter to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi that Congress should oppose any efforts to

modify the nondiscrimination provision in the universal pre-K program, arguing that “allowing such

discrimination financed with public funds collected from all taxpayers is wrong.”

https://governor.alabama.gov/newsroom/2021/04/governor-ivey-announces-nieer-ranks-alabama-first-class-pre-k-as-nations-highest-quality-program-for-15th-consecutive-year/
https://governor.alabama.gov/assets/2021/04/Alabama_YB2020.pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/bidens-pre-k-proposal-faces-questions-over-federal-role-11625572800
https://www.usccb.org/resources/Letter%20to%20House%20and%20Senate%20on%20BBBA-Nov.%203%202021_1.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/14/us/politics/religious-groups-child-care.html
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New Center Solutions

While the effects can vary based on a wide range of factors, it is clear that pre-K is a worthy investment for many

children. 

However, a broad array of research also suggests that the universal pre-K proposal in the Biden administration’s

Build Back Better program would be sending significant funding to middle- and upper-income families, which

data suggests would be of minimal benefit. 

In addition, Congress has sought to winnow down the initial cost of the $3.5 trillion proposal by only funding

several programs for a few years, which critics say is an accounting gimmick that disguises the true cost of the bill.

When these programs expire, advocates will push for their renewal, which would require new revenue to pay for

them.

Given all this, Congress would deliver both more impact and be more fiscally responsible by focusing pre-K

benefits on the low-income families that need them most. 

As of November 2021, it is not clear what the final shape of President Biden’s Build Back Better Act will be or

whether it will pass. But if members of Congress want to both improve and enhance the impact of the current pre-

K proposal, there are two big things they need to do:

FORGET UNIVERSAL PRE-K AND EMBRACE A MEANS-TESTED,

HYBRID MODEL OF PRE-K FUNDING 

If the reconciliation bill is indeed going to pass, the best thing for Congress to do now would be to narrow the

scope of the pre-K program to provide full funding for families who need it the most. To make each school

desirable to a wide range of families and promote classroom diversity, the federal government should provide

enough funding for schools to fully subsidize tuition for low-income families while charging all other families

tuition at a rate determined by a sliding income scale (Ex: Seattle Preschool Program).

https://www.seattle.gov/education/for-parents/3---4-years
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ADDRESS THE DISCONNECT BETWEEN PRESCHOOL AND K-12

Between universal pre-K and other programs, President Biden’s Build Back Better Act allocates hundreds of

billions of dollars to education with much of it going to hire new public school teachers. But it has very little in the

way of accountability measures that would fix the underlying problem that our schools are not doing everything

they can to help kids succeed.

“Fixing K-12 in America” is obviously well beyond the scope of the reconciliation bill being considered in Congress

and much of the actual reform needs to happen at the state and local level.

But if Congress, in concert with states and localities, does not move soon to deal with our K-12 problems, the

promise of getting more kids into pre-k will go unfulfilled. The structural problems with America’s K-12 system

are longstanding and begin in kindergarten. Specifically, there is a significant disconnect between pre-K and

kindergarten pedagogy. As suggested by the research cited throughout this paper, a high-quality kindergarten

experience can go a long way in helping children retain pre-K gains. But the way early elementary school is

structured in many states can serve as an obstacle in the way of building on these gains. For example, a crucial

component of pre-K is its emphasis on non-cognitive social and emotional learning (SEL) skills. All 50 states set

SEL standards for pre-K instruction, but only fifteen states include SEL in their early elementary school

standards.

Further, the cognitive skills taught in pre-K (math, for example) are often repeated in kindergarten. A 2021 study

conducted in North Carolina found that “37% of the language, literacy, and math content covered in kindergarten

[was] redundant with content covered in pre-K.” This gives students who did not attend pre-K a chance to catch

up, but serves no benefit to the pre-K cohort.

The problems in the early years of K-12 continue on to the later ones. Compared to our developed country global

peers, U.S. students score poorly on tests that measure attainments of science, math and reading skills. The

reasons for this failure lie beyond the scope of this paper, but contributing factors include funding inequities,

outdated or unfocused curriculums, a growing resistance from teacher’s unions to charter school expansion, and

broader family, social, and economic problems in many communities.

None of this means investment in pre-K isn’t worthwhile. But it does mean our kids won’t get the full benefits pre-

K could bring—or be the best they can be—without significant reforms to our K-12 system.
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